Embrace the Patient Story
from the Word “Go”.

Physicians are natural storytellers. They prefer to document the complete patient story by simply
speaking and naturally capturing the full narrative. With Electronic Health Records (EHR) it’s not that
simple. Clinicians have to change their behavior and use point-and-click into various templates that just
can’t tell the whole story. Using EHRs, collaboration remains difficult, prone to errors and incomplete.
Speech-based narrative documentation is workflow-friendly and permits the whole story to be told, and
easily and more completely passed along, creating a much more collaborative sharing of intelligence
from doctor to doctor.
Today, there is a better speech alternative. At M*Modal, we help create meaningful patient information from
every patient encounter that can become actionable intelligence — what we call “Collaborative Intelligence”.
M*Modal Fluency Direct speech-enables EHR/EMR systems and other clinical systems. Caregivers use
voice to navigate their desktop clinical applications and dictate narrative reports directly within those
systems. Capturing spoken dictation and turning it into both unstructured text and structured data in the
EHR with M*Modal Fluency Direct is a high-accuracy, “once and done” Speech Understanding™ solution.
Its exceptional ease of use makes it simple and intuitive for physicians across the spectrum of medical
specialties to dictate, review and electronically sign their reports in a single pass. Providers improve
documentation efficiency and completeness and avoiding much of the hassle and time drain associated
with template-based, point-and-click systems — all the while capturing the depth of each patient’s story.
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M*Modal Fluency Direct is the
fastest route to both unstructured
text and structured data from
spoken dictation.

Why Providers Choose M*Modal Fluency Direct
• Makes documenting in an EHR painless and productive
• Complete Speech Understanding from day one, based on a library of nearly 200,000 voice patterns in
the M*Modal cloud
• Plug-and-Play technology: No matter where you document, the cloud will recognize your speech
• Adjusts on-the-fly to differences in cadence, accent, dialect and sub-specialty terminology

Why CIOs choose M*Modal Fluency Direct
• Ready to use in minutes with little to no enrollment and no IT support
• Works with any EHR or clinical system. Command libraries integrate with leading EHR systems
• Citrix® support enables dictation and full interaction with Citrix-hosted applications. Also supports
Terminal Services and Virtual Machine deployments
• Convenient, centralized user administration through Web-based module

Physicians Value the Power of Narrative
“With trying to get our physicians to buy into use of the electronic health record, one of the biggest
complaints is that it’s very difficult to capture the patient narrative. I do believe that being able to capture
the patient’s story accurately has a huge impact on patient care. It is critical that we can capture as much
depth and richness as possible. M*Modal allows us to do just that.”
– Dan Fischman, MD, MMM, Physician Champion for Clinical Informatics

Benefits
Speeds EHR Adoption

Reduces Costs

Allows caregivers greater ease and effectiveness
for creating deeper narrative documentation
alongside structured data input into EHRs and
other systems.

Making Speech Understanding part of your clinical
documentation process can drive significant cost
reductions over traditional transcription.

Creates Comprehensive
Documentation
Captures a doctor’s spoken word to aid the telling
of the complete patient story, comply with
appropriate standards, and avoid short cuts and
“cookie-cutter” reports.

Innovative Architecture
M*Modal Fluency Direct runs on existing clinical
workstations as a light Windows® client application.
It connects securely to M*Modal’s data center and
Conversational Documentation Services in the
cloud. The client application captures speech
through a microphone or headset — or via mobile
device — and interacts with the EHR or other
clinical application to input the data into structured
fields. This architecture allows M*Modal Fluency to
perform recognition at the server or workstation —
whichever is most efficient and effective.
Automated installation eliminates the timeconsuming task of upgrading many individual
workstations.

Increases Productivity
and Satisfaction
M*Modal Fluency Direct is built to quickly and
dynamically adapt to a provider’s natural, preferred
workflows — enabling them to document up to
five times faster than manual entry and spend
more time with their patients.

M*Modal Fluency in the Citrix®
Environment
Deploying speech-based applications in a Citrix
environment is easy with M*Modal Fluency Direct.
The system is designed for two-way communication
between the Citrix server, provider workstation,
and the EHR or clinical application. It’s a scalable
and cost-effective solution that facilitates Speech
Understanding in a more complex environment.
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Leap Beyond Simple Speech Recognition to Speech Understanding™
M*Modal Fluency Direct is much, much more than
simply adding speech recognition to your EHR
system. Strong recognition capabilities are
essential, but stepping up to full Speech
Understanding brings significantly more
sophistication to the creation and use of the
physician’s narrative.
M*Modal technology eases use and adoption by
allowing “conversational” input where authors

speak naturally. The system recognizes not only
virtually all dialects, accents, speaking styles and
dictation habits, but refines its accuracy even further
with the benefit of medical specialties
understanding resident in the Cloud. And only
Speech Understanding allows physicians to capture
information via “natural language” and have it
analyzed and processed in real-time into a
structured, meaningful document — all as a single
step.

M*Modal: Partner of Choice
M*Modal Fluency is specially designed to integrate
with other systems to empower workflow with a
host of benefits derived from our Speech and
Natural Language Understanding. As a technology
innovator, M*Modal has become the partner of
choice for clinical documentation, workflow and
analytics, EHR and RIS/PACS software solution
vendors, as well as provider organizations who
use internally-designed systems.

This unified platform leverages a unique blend of
advanced technologies to permit a range of
applications that currently include:

M*Modal Fluency is a real-time interactive suite
of Speech and Language Understanding
solutions built on M*Modal’s cloud-based
enterprise documentation platform.
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To find out more, visit www.mmodal.com or contact us at 866-542-7253.
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